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This is the basic bootee pattern I first learned and still use to this day.  I have 

rewritten it for two gauges (sock and dk/worsted weight)  and this way it serves 

to use up those useless bits of yarn that do not need to make their way back into 

my stash.  These are to the point and can be completed in one evening, or less. 

Materials:  US2/US5 needles (two short doublepoints used as straight ndls work 

quite nicely), and 50 yards sock yarn/50g dk-worsted yarn. 

 

Cast on 33sts/42sts and work cuff in desired stitch for 1 ½  inches (garter, seed, 

any rib will do!, other).  Next row (RS):  K1, *(YO, K2TOG); repeat from* to the end 

of the row (this makes eyelets to thread monks cord or ribbon through later so 

the bootees will stay on baby’s feet).  WORK FIVE MORE ROWS IN CUFF STITCH 

and end by completing a wrong side (WS) row. 

Next Row:  k22(28), turn work 

                    P11(14), turn work 



THEN: >SLIP 1 stitch, k10(13), turn work 

           >SLIP 1 stitch, p10(13), turn work 

Repeat these two rows until the instep measures 1 ¾  inches and end by 

completing a WS row. 

NEXT ROW:  Knit 11(14) instep stitches, place marker, pick-up and knit one stitch 

in each slip-stitch edge of instep, then knit remaining 11(14) cuff stitches. 

NEXT ROW:  Purl across to the other side of the instep, place marker, pick-up 

stitches PURL-WISE and purl in each of the remaining instep edge slip stitches, 

PURL remaining 11(14) cuff stitches. 

Work three more rows in stockinette stitch (k1 row, p1 row, k1row). 

SOLE:  two abbreviations are used in this section--  SK2P=slip one st/k2tog/pass 

the slipped stitch over the 2 that were k together and off the needle;  SKP=slip 

one stitch, k1, psso (pass slipped stitch over as before). 

NEXT ROW:  knit (WS). 

On the RS:  k1, k2tog, k to marker, SK2P, k5, SK2P, knit to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. 

KNIT THREE ROWS (WS, RS, WS). 

On the RS:  k1, k2tog, knit to marker, SKP, k1, SKP. 

KNIT THREE ROWS (WS, RS, WS). 

On the RS:  k1, k2tog, knit to marker, SK2P, knit to the last three stitches, kwtog, 

k1.  -CLOSE THE BOOTEE WITH A 3 NEEDLE BIND OFF. 

Make 12-15” monk’s cord for each bootee and trun through the eyelets.  Tie this 

in a bow at the front of the bootee.  Make 2nd bootee!  Pat yourself on the back 

and breathe.  <3  Mary Ellen and Summit Yarn Studio 


